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Impurity effects on domain-growth kinetics. II. Potts model
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The development of order for the Q-state Potts model for 2 & Q & 48 in the presence of static, ran-
dom impurities is studied following a quench from high temperature (T && T, ) to very low tempera-
tures. We find that the domain growth becomes pinned for quenches to T=O and the average
pinned domain area Af varies inversely with the concentration c of impurities. This value of the
proportionality factor between Af and c can be understood in terms of a simple topological
analysis for large Q.

I. INTRODUCTION

The kinetics of Potts model without impurities
quenched from a high temperature T, far above the criti-
cal temperature T, to a final temperature less than T„
has recently been studied. ' The mean linear domain size
R was found to increase with time t as R =t". On a tri-
angular lattice, n was found to be temperature indepen-
dent for all T & T, . ' It did, however, depend on the de-
generacy Q of the Potts model. In the limit that Q ap-
proached the Ising value (Q =2), n tended toward —,,

while for large Q, n saturated at -0.41+0.02. ' The
growth exponent on the square lattice appeared to be a
function of T, being equal to zero for T =0 and rising to
a value nearly equal to the growth expone'nt n on the tri-
angular lattice by T=T, /2.

The presence of quenched impurities is known to have
important effects in experimental studies of domain
growth. Quenched impurities can occur in many different
forms; for example, second-phase particles in grain
growth in polycrystalline materials and/or surface de-
fects in the ordering of atoms physisorbed on solid sur-
faces or intercalated into graphite. As a routine matter,
second-phase particles are added to metals and ceramics
to control grain size. In these cases the final grain size is
affected by both the particle concentration and size. 3

In the preceding paper we reported the effect of
quenched impurities on the kinetics of domain growth in
a nonconserved Ising model. Here, we generalize those
results to the Q-state Potts model. Our interest in extend-
ing the Monte Carlo simulations to systems with many
degenerate ground states comes from our earlier calcula-
tions' without impurities which showed that the kinetics
of the Potts model is sensitive to changes in the degenera-
cy Q. That degeneracy manifests itself in the topology of
the model. We will show that in the large-Q limit the to-
pology of the model becomes a useful feature in predict-
ing the effects of the quenched impurities. In this paper
we report the results of studies in which Potts models on
triangular lattices are quenched from T »T, to T=O.
The evolution of the models was controlled by noncon-

served dynamics. The degeneracy Q was varied from
Q =3 to 48 and the concentration of quenched impurities
c from 0.5% to 20%. We find that in all cases studied,
the domain growth becomes pinned for T=0 and the
averaged pinned domain area varies inversely with the
concentration of impurities.

II. PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

The Hamiltonian describing the Q-component fer-
romagnetic Potts model is written as

where 5; is the Q state of the spin on site i (1 &S; & Q),
5&s is the Kronecker 5 function, and J is a positive con-
stant. The summation in Eq. (1) is taken over all nearest-
neighbor (NN) spins. Since, in the present simulations,
the order parameter is nonconserved, spin-flip (or
Glauber) dynamics is employed. A more efficient Monte
Carlo technique, known as the "n-fold" way, is employed
to save computer time. '

The model was initialized by randomly placing Xc im-
purities with S;=0 on the lattice, where X is the number
of lattice sites and c is the concentration of quenched im-
purities. The remaining sites were assigned a random
value between 1 and Q. During the course of the simula-
tion the impurities were immovable and hence both the
impurity positions and concentration were time indepen-
dent. The impurities were noninteracting with each other
or with spins on the occupied sites. Thus, the surface
(line) energy of an impurity interacting with a spin on an
occupied NN site is the same as the domain-boundary en-
ergy between two occupied sites with different orienta-
tions. We performed the simulations on a 200X200 tri-
angular lattice for Q &4 and on a 400X400 triangular
lattice for Q = 3 and 4. For Q & 48, results of ten config-
urations were averaged for each value of Q and c. For
Q =48, five simulations were performed for c &0.02 and
two for smaller values of c, since much longer runs were
necessary before the system became pinned.
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t=500 MCS t = 1000 t =2000

FIG. 1. Evolution of the domain-boundary configuration for the Q =3 Potts model quenched from T&)T, to T=0 on a triangu-
lar lattice of size 400)&400 with c =0.01.

t = f000 NCS t =2000 t =4000 t =8000

FIG, 2. Evolution of the domain-boundary configuration for the Q =6 Potts model quenched to T =0 on a triangular lattice of
size 200&(200 with c =0.01.

t=1000 MCS t =2000 t = 4000 t =8000

FIG. 3. Evolution of the domain-boundary configuration for the Q = 12 Potts model quenched to T =0 on a triangular lattice of
size 200)&200 with c =0.01.
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FIG. 4. Average domain area A plotted logarithmically vs the logarithm of time r for Q =3, 6, 12, and 24 for (a) c =0.()1 and (b)
c =0.025.
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The temporal evolution of the microstructures are
displayed in Figs. 1—3 for Q =3, 6, and 12, respectively,
for c =0.01. Similar microstructures for Q =48 are
given in Ref. 7. The solid lines separate domains of un-
like spin orientation and the solid dots show the positions
of the quenched impurities (plotted about twice their actu-
al area). As in the domain growth without impurities, the
domains become more compact with increasing Q. Ex-
amination of Figs. 1 and 2 shows that the time evolution
of the microstructure is slowing down and ultimately be-
comes pinned by the last frame Re. sults for Q =12, Fig.
3, are not pinned by t =8000 MCS's, but do become
pinned for much later times (MCS denotes Monte Carlo
step per spin).

The evolution of the mean domain area with time is ex-
hibited in Figs. 4 and 5. In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) the effect
of varying Q at fixed impurity concentration (1% and
2.5%, respectively) is shown. There it is seen that at early
times the growth can be approximated by a power law
[ln(A)-ln(t)] crossing over at long times to much slower
growth. For T=0 we believe the system is pinned for
very long times. Increasing Q has the effect of decreasing
the mean pinned domain size Af, yet increasing the cross-
over time corresponding to the transition from power law
to slow growth. The effects of varying the impurity con-
centrations at fixed Q are illustrated in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)
for Q =4 and 6, respectively. Both the final domain size

0=48

FIG. 6. Pinned microstructure for the Q-state Potts model
quenched from T» T, to T =0 for four values of Q, with
c =0.025 on a triangular lattice of size 200)& 200.

and time required for pinning increase with decreasing
impurity concentration. Results for the energy Z(t) and
the mean chord length I.(t) showed very similar results,
but since the average area gives a more direct measure of
the order in the system, we present results only for A, un-
like in our preceding paper, where for Q =2 the area was
found not to be an appropriate measure.

As seen in Figs. 4 and S, all models with nonzero im-
purity concentrations become pinned at sufficiently long
times for T =0. Figure 6 shows some pinned configura-
tions for different values of Q with c =0.025. The in-
crease of Af with decreasing Q, discussed in conjunction
with Fig. 4, is easily seen in these configurations. The
dependence of Af on the impurity concentration is shown
in Fig. 7 for five values of Q. These data indicate that Af
depends inversely on the impurity concentration. Howev-
er, the proportionality factor relating Af to 1/c is clearly
dependent on the degeneracy of the model, Q. Least-
squares fits to the slopes M of the curves in Fig. 7 indi-
cate a trend of increasing proportionality constant with
decreasing Q.
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FICs. 5. Average domain area A plotted logarithmically vs
the logarithm of time r for five concentrations c for (a) Q =4
and (b) Q =6.
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FIG. 7. Averaged pinned area Af vs inverse concentration
c ' for several values of Q.
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III. DISCUSSION

The data and the microstructures in Figs. 1—6 show
that domain growth occurs readily at early times, but that
the domain structure is pinned at late times. In the log-
log plots of Figs. 4 and 5 it is seen that the transition be-
tween these two regimes is relatively sharp (on a logarith-
mic timescale). At early times the data may be interpret-
ed as indicating power-law growth. However, care must
be exercised in extracting the growth exponent when the
power-law regime is not sufficiently far removed from the
influences of the particle pinning. This crossover from
power-law growth to pinning occurs at later times with
increasing Q and/or decreasing impurity concentration.
While no data are presented here on the temperature
dependence of domain growth in the presence of impuri-
ties, our Ising results show that the transition also occurs
at later times with increasing temperature. The role of
temperature is to provide the thermal fluctuations neces-
sary for the domain boundary to bypass the quenched im-
purities.

From our large-Q simulations we can extract domain-
growth exponents within the power-law regime which are
consistent with our results for c =0. For Q =48 we
found n =0.39+0.02 (R -t"). This value is in agree-
ment with the growth exponents observed in our
impurity-free simulations. ' However, for small values of
Q we always measured smaller effective exponents for the
early-time regime compared to our estimates for e =0.
For the smallest impurity concentrations used here
(c =0.005), the crossover from a power-law regime to a
logarithmic or pinned regime was still not out far enough
to obtain an estimate of n independent of c for small Q.
Our results for large Q suggest that the early-time regime
of domain growth in the presence of impurities is much
like that of norm'al (no impurities) domain growth as long
as the average domain size R is small compared to the
average impurity spacing. In this way the early-time re-
gime may be thought of as representative of an ensemble
of small growing regions.

Domain growth stops when the domain size is compar-
able with the interimpurity spacing. While the concept of
comparing domain size with interimpurity spacing is well
defined when the domains are compact, the domains be-
come increasingly less compact with decreasing Q (see
Figs. 1—3). For the Ising model the length scale of the
domains is not adequately described by the square root of
the domain area and a correlation length calculated via
the mean perimeter, chord length, or structure factor is
more meaningful. Since domain boundaries are effective-
ly pinned by impurities, the slope M of the Af-versus-1/c
plots (Fig. 7) or, equivalently, cAf, provides a measure of
the compactness of the domains. The slopes in Fig. 7
range from approximately 3 at Q =48 to 20 at Q =3. In
the Ising limit Q =2, we find that cAf cn.Rf is approx-——
imately 50 or 65 depending on whether Rf is equated
with the mean chord length I. or the perimeter R, respec-
tively. The slopes change more slowly with Q for large Q
than they do for small Q. This is consistent with our ob-
servations on the impurity-free simulations where we
found that the kinetics, topology, and domain-size distri-

M =Afc =3+8(Q —1) (2)

where B =48.7+2.9 and the statistical error on the ex-
ponent is +0.1. Equation (2) collapses all of our data on
the interplay of final domain size, impurity concentration,
and degeneracy onto one curve. Although the Ising
(Q =2) results were not included in Fig. 8, they are also
well described by Eq. (2).

In summary, we have studied domain growth in the
nonconserved Potts model with quenched impurities. The
mean domain area is initially found to increase with time
as a power law. For sufficiently large times, the domain
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FIG. 8. Logarithm of M —3=Afc —3 is plotted vs
ln(Q —1). Inset: linear plot of (M —3) ~' vs Q —1, where the
exponent has been extracted from the main plot. The solid line
is taken from Eq. (2).

bution saturate for large Q. ' The value of M at which
the data saturate may be understood with the aid of a sim-
ple topological argument. Since domain growth occurs
when small domains are annihilated and domain annihila-
tion occurs by the meeting of three domain vertices,
domain growth stops when domain vertices can no longer
meet. Motion of vertices is prevented when the three
domain boundaries meeting at the vertex are pinned.
Therefore, in two dimensions, where the mean number of
edges (or vertices) per domain is six (Euler relation), the
average number of impurities needed per domain is three:
six edges per domain divided by two to account for the
fact that each edge is shared by two domains. A more
complete topological analysis may be found in Ref. 7 for
Q =48.

In order to determine the nature of the Q dependence of
the slope M in the plot of Af versus 1/c (Fig. 7), we
make use of two observations. First, as noted above, M
tends to three as Q goes to infinity. Second, since M is
undefined for Q = 1 (single domain), Q should be normal-
ized as Q —1. In Fig. 8 we plot ln(M —3) versus
ln(Q —1). Within the statistics of the simulation, we find
that
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growth slows to logarithmic or pins for quenches to
T =0. The final domain area is proportional to the in-
verse of the impurity concentration. The proportionality
constant decreases with increasing Q and is asymptotic to
3 as Q tends toward infinity. The value of this constant
for large Q can be rationalized in terms of a simple topo-
logical analysis.
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